ABSTRACT Second-order vulnerabilities are more subtle and more destructive than the first-order vulnerabilities. After researching and analyzing the principles of web penetration testing and second-order attack principles, this paper proposes a method to detect web second-order security vulnerabilities. The method detects web second-order security vulnerabilities through two crawl scans. It crawls the website URL for the first time, sends anchor points, crawls URLs of the storage anchor point for the second time, and detects second-order web security vulnerabilities specifically for these suspicious URLs. The approach greatly reduces the time complexity of detecting second-order web security vulnerabilities and makes up for the lack of methods to detect web security second-order vulnerabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of the Internet, web applications provide people with more and more functions, corresponding web vulnerabilities are gradually increasing. Many websites harbor malware because of web vulnerabilities. According to the Symantec's 2018 Internet Security Threat Report, Symantec WebPulse URL classification and reputation analysis service scanned 1.07 billion URLs per day in 2017, the number of malicious URLs grew by 2.8 percent, with 7.8 percent (1 in 13) of all URLs identified as malicious. The number of URLs resulting from bot-related traffic, such as that used for command and control, grew by 62.3 percent, accounting for 14.7 percent of all malicious URLs in 2017 [1] .
Security incidents due to web vulnerabilities have also occurred frequently, such as the large-scale Internet incidents in the United States in 2016, Jingdong 12G user data leakage incidents, Intercontinental hotels Group (IHG) credit card data breaches in 2017, and WannaCry file extortion incidents on a global scale. These web security incidents are shocking, but these are only the tip of the iceberg of many web security incidents. Web security has an important impact on people's daily lives and needs constant attention.
We know that regular web security vulnerabilities are almost always triggered by the user's input. SQL (Structured Query Language) injection vulnerability is that user input causes SQL statements to be executed incorrectly. XSS (Cross Site Scripting) vulnerability is that user input causes page parsing error. User input leads to error OS command execution is RCE (Remote Command Execution) vulnerability. We refer to these categories of vulnerabilities that cause web application errors by one time input as web first-order security vulnerabilities, and corresponding two times inputs triggered vulnerabilities are collectively referred to as web second-order security vulnerabilities. An attacker exploits a first-order vulnerability to input attack vectors and immediately gets attack results from responses of web applications. Second-order web security vulnerabilities are hidden deeper and not easily detected, because second-order web attacks belong to multi-step attacks, and are accomplished by combining two step inputs [2] . Attackers exploit secondorder vulnerabilities to attack in two steps. The first step is to input attack vectors in some injection points, web applications respond normally and store tainted data in databases, sessions or source code files. The second step is to access tainted data or input attack vectors in different points, and then attackers get attack results from responses this time.
II. RELATED WORKS
The second-order code injection attack was proposed in [3] in 2004, and relevant research results were few in the following years. In 2010, Bau [4] from Stanford University compared mainstream penetration testing tools by experiments, and one of the results showed that detection rate of the second-order SQL vulnerability was zero. Common vulnerability scanning tools only involve the analysis of one step attack, cannot complete the analysis of multiple associated steps attacks, and so cannot find effective attack paths [5] . Later, Korscheck [6] proposed a strategy based on iStar, a workflow-based detector created by Daimler. The strategy is to separate the penetration test from the attack phase, so that the detector can perceive the behavior of the web application and analyze unexpected web application behavior. The method improved storage XSS detection rate. Rocha and Souto [7] [8] .
The use of white-box testing methods to detect web security second-order vulnerabilities began in 2014. In [9] , a source code analysis tool named RIPS was used for semantic analysis, combined with database storage status detection of web security second-order vulnerabilities. Johannes Dahse and Thorsten Holz tested some popular web applications at the time and detected 159 second-order security breaches. Yan [10] also proposed an approach to analyse source code to find the suspicious data columns, and then test the suspicious data columns by dynamic methods. This approach uses static analysis to understand the internal information of the web application, narrows the scope of detection and then fills the gap of the high false positive rate of static analysis by dynamic testing. Li et al. [11] proposed a detection method combined with static smut analysis and fuzz testing, and the method could detect some second-order SQL injection vulnerability. Marashdih and Zaaba [12] proposes a method which begins from Pixy tool to analyze the source code, in a way to draw the Control Flow Graph (CFG) and to find the whole paths of the PHP source code. Two different experiments were conducted and experimental results showed that the method can effectively remove the XSS vulnerability from source code. Reference [13] proposed a static analysis method for detecting second-order DoS vulnerabilities in web applications, and implemented the analysis in a tool called Torpedo.
Hu [14] established a defense resistance and remedy model of SQL injection attack, and the related code is implemented. By applying the program on actual projects, it is proved that the proposed approach is able to protect the network from SQL injection. Le et al. [15] proposed a series of new second-order SQL attack techniques. They are blind second-order SQL injection, second-order SQL injection attacks operating systems and client second-order SQL injection. The author didn't propose any corresponding second-order vulnerability detection method. Reference [16] proposed a middleware plus proxy server model to defend against second-order SQL injection attacks. The model protected second-order SQL injection by intercepting random standard SQL additions, deletions, and other keywords in middleware and proxy servers, and didn't mention how to find second-order SQL injection vulnerabilities.
III. SECOND-ORDER VULNERABILITIES DETECTION A. SECOND-ORDER VULNERABILITIES ATTACK PRINCIPLE
Web second-order attacks must have two time attack inputs or access. The first attack input does not cause web application vulnerabilities to be triggered, then the second attack input causes the web application to produce an error, or attackers access tainted data in the second step. Before the second attack input is entered, the web application must have a web security vulnerability, such as SQL injection, stored XSS, RCE or LFI (Local File Include). Otherwise, the second attack input will not cause the web application to perform incorrectly. The reason is that only two inputs join together to form a effective attack vector. The state diagram of web application is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The attacker submits some well-conceived attack inputs in the HTTP request. The web application server stores some or all of inputs. The attacker sends the second attack input, web first-order vulnerability status changes, and results in incorrect execution. Second-order attacks require two steps to achieve attack effects, and so second-order vulnerabilities have strong concealment.
For example, a code segment of PHP that simulates users posting blogs is as follows. $recordset = mysql_query($sql); if(!$recordset) { die("Error: " . mysql_error(). "<br />"); } $message = "<font color= "green ">message has added!</font>"; } } echo "&nbsp;&nbsp;". $message; ?> The code uses the mysql_real_escape_string function to prevent SQL injection attacks on the blog content. The next step is to store the content to the database, and the code segment has no problem. If the user enters some dangerous SQL injection characters, these characters will not cause the blog program to execute incorrectly, and these special characters can also be output to some web pages in the application.
Then the following code segment is a popular statistic for the content published by a user.
$st2=mysql_query($finsql); echo mysql_num_rows($st2); ?> The code segment first accepts an id parameter to query popular degree of the content posted by the user's blog. We assume that the id parameter is an anti-SQL injected parameter. The code first extracts the contents of the id, and then queries the number of the same content in the blog table. The code seems to be safe. However, there is a potential threat that the statistical code will be executed incorrectly when the information stored in the database is a dangerous SQL injection attack string, such as ''; drop table blog;--''. If the injected code is executed, the blog table will be deleted.
The second-order vulnerability does not appear at all when the user submits normal content. Only special SQL injection attack strings can trigger it, if they are stored in the database before. Therefore, ordinary tools can hardly detect these second-order vulnerabilities.
B. SECOND-ORDER VULNERABILITY DETECTION PRINCIPLE
If common black box detection tools are extended according to first-order vulnerabilities detection approach to detect second-order web security vulnerabilities, there will be few vulnerabilities to be detected. The experimental results of [4] and [15] showed this problem.
If you use black box testing for web security second-order vulnerabilities, the first problem to face is time complexity. The ordinary black box detection tool first performs a comprehensive scan of the web application to obtain a URL The above steps seem to be no problem, but it has two important deficiencies. The first deficiency is that in the second step, due to types of vulnerabilities are not known, various attack inputs need to be sent, making the number of URLs in the third step much larger. The second deficiency is that the new table has no relationship with attack inputs in the second step, so that the fourth step of the vulnerabilities test requires a comprehensive vulnerabilities testing. It is necessary to consider all combinations of two tables. As a result, the above process will take a great deal of time.
C. A WEB SECOND-ORDER VULNERABILITY DETECTION ALGORITHM
According to the storage characteristics of web security second-order vulnerabilities, this paper presents a black box second-order vulnerability detection algorithm. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Fig. 2 .
The algorithm detects web second-order vulnerabilities through two time crawls. The algorithm greatly reduces the number of URLs that detect suspicious web second-order vulnerabilities by using special strings and numeric ''anchors'', and also establishes relationship between the URL of the first time crawling and URLs of suspicious web second-order vulnerabilities.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , the algorithm crawls the target site first, and stores the URL of the entire site in a table A. The next step is to read the contents of table A, and sends a request for the string ''SecCheckBy'' + n (n is the storage order of the URL in table A) to every URL. Then the algorithm crawls the target website again, this time only accesses the URL of the web page content containing the string ''SecCheckBy'' and stores into the table B.
The core part of the algorithm is reading contents of table B. When reading a URL record ordered as ''k'', the algorithm gets the contents of the URL and takes the number behind the string ''SecCheckBy'' as ''n''. According to ''n'', the algorithm finds the URL of the order n in table A. Then the algorithm sends a series of attack vectors to this URL, and then perform regular first-order vulnerability detection on the 'k'th URL in table B. If there is a detection result, the vulnerability information will be stored in the database, otherwise the next record in table B will be read until From the above algorithm description, we can see that the detection number of the algorithm is directly proportional to the number of records in table B. The number of detecting for each type of web security second-order vulnerability equals to the record number of table B. If the record number of table B is m and the type number of second-order vulnerabilities to be detected is t, the total number of detecting is (t * m).
Reviewing the process of detection by using common penetration testing tools, assuming that the number of total site URLs crawled in the first step is n, and then the number of new total site URLs scanned in the third step is n+c, where c is the number of new added URLs that the web application responds to attack inputs in the second step. Because the two obtained global URL tables are not related, it is necessary to consider all combination cases of the two tables. In this way, the detection number of every type of web security second-order vulnerability is n * (n+c), and the total number of detecting is (t * n * (n+c)). Comparing the algorithm proposed, because the record set in the table B is subset of all new global url record set,and it also means that m is less than or equals to n+c, the detection algorithm is better than the above process.
IV. DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
The system adopts a B/S architecture so that users can easily perform second-order vulnerability detection on web applications through browsers. In addition, the system adopts modular design method to facilitate subsequent expansion. The overall architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 3 . The management engine controls the crawler module and the second-order vulnerability detection module. The crawler module crawls the URLs of the web application and stores them into the back-end database. The second-order vulnerability detection module detects the web application and stores vulnerability information to the back-end database. The reporting module reads vulnerability information and displays them in the browser.
The system process is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The flow chart of the second-order vulnerability detection module is shown in Fig. 5 .
According to the algorithm, the second-order vulnerability detection module obtains two input URLs A and B. URL A is the first step attacking URL, and the URL B is the URL which stores the attacking vector of the first step. Rule matching is performed on the contents of the two URLs to determine the most likely second-order vulnerability information, then the corresponding second-order vulnerability detection module is invoked for detection, and finally the result information of the vulnerability is output to the database. 
V. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
There are two environments that need to be set up in this experiment. One is the testing web application, which includes three web second-order vulnerabilities, and they are one second-order SQL injection vulnerability, one secondorder XSS vulnerability, and one second-order RCE vulnerability. The other is the Python web environment, mainly to run web second-order vulnerability detection system. Both environments are built on the Win7 OS. The testing result is shown in Fig. 6 .
Using scanning tools such as ZAP, three web security second-order vulnerabilities have not been detected. The overall result shows that this black box web second-order vulnerability detection method is feasible.
VI. CONCLUSION
Web vulnerabilities make attackers more versatile and pose serious threats to web security. There are usually two ways to detect web vulnerabilities: manual detection and automated detection. Detecting vulnerabilities manually is becoming more and more difficult as the scale of source code grows. The tools used for automatic detection are all based on basic characteristics of first-order vulnerabilities, and second-order vulnerabilities are rarely considered. Second-order vulnerabilities are more subtle and destructive than first-order vulnerabilities.
In this paper, we design a web second-order vulnerabilities detection algorithm by utilizing storage characteristics of theirs, and carry out experimental verification. The experimental results show that the algorithm can effectively detect web second-order vulnerabilities. In the future, the web second-order vulnerabilities detection system based on the algorithm will be further improved, and we will add more kinds and quantities of attack vectors, so that it can detect more types of web second-order security vulnerabilities, reduce false alarm rate, and improve the detection effect of web second-order security vulnerabilities. MIAO He was a Laboratory Assistant with the South China Institute of Software Engineering, Guangzhou University, from 2011 to 2015. He is currently a Software Engineer in a software development company in China. His current research interests include web security and security applications.
